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What Li Han didn’t know was that although this fiery red-tailed fox was at level 24, it was actually about 

to break through to level 25. Therefore, it wouldn’t be so easy for Li Han to establish a spiritual 

connection with lie Yan. 

 

 

Time passed quickly. The eight contestants gradually woke up and realized that they had been 

bewitched by the fiery red-tailed Fox’s seduction technique. They were instantly embarrassed and could 

only try to establish a spiritual connection with the fiery red-tailed Fox again. 

 

 

Lie Yan’s seductive fox looked at them with disdain and used the seductive technique again. This time, 

the eight people were on guard and did not fall for it easily. However, they were constantly distracted, 

so it was naturally impossible for them to successfully establish a spiritual connection. 

 

 

As for Yun Chujiu, she was still sitting leisurely at the side as if nothing had happened. She was even 

more leisurely than those referees. 

 

 

Everyone was already powerless to complain. Forget it, Yun Chujiu had already helped them get two first 

places. She could just make trouble in this beast taming competition. After all, if it were someone else, it 

would be useless. 

 

 

A full two hours had passed, but Li Han still had not succeeded in establishing a spiritual connection with 

lie Yan’s red-tailed fox. He gritted his teeth. It seemed that he could only use the Li family’s secret 

technique! 

 



 

Li Han bit the index finger on his right hand and began to chant, “My blood, in exchange for your soul!” 

 

 

A blood bead on Li Han’s right index finger began to condense and rushed towards lie Yan’s forehead. 

Lie Yan wanted to avoid the blood bead, but there was limited space in the cage, and the blood bead 

was extremely fast, the blood bead directly entered lie Yan’s forehead. 

 

 

Li Han’s heart is a joy, success! 

 

 

With my blood essence mark, I will be able to successfully establish a spiritual connection with it! 

 

 

Li Han once again tried to establish a spiritual connection with the fiery red-tailed seductive fox. 

Although the fiery red-tailed seductive fox was affected by the drop of blood, it still beat the cage 

impatiently, not wanting to give in to lie Yan. 

 

 

Li Han tried for an hour, but the red-tailed Fox still refused to give in. He gritted his teeth, broke his 

index finger again, and began to chant, “My blood for your soul!”Lie Yan’s voice was hoarse 

 

 

Li Han was still chanting with his eyes closed, but he did not expect that just as the blood rose into the 

air and entered the cage, it was destroyed by a spiritual fruit core! 

 

 



Li Han realized that something was wrong. He opened his eyes and looked at the fruit core on the 

ground. He was stunned at first, then he realized that this was Yun Chujiu’s doing. He angrily asked, “Yun 

Chujiu, why did you use the fruit core to interrupt my secret technique?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes innocently. “Interrupt your secret technique? I didn’t do it on purpose! I just 

casually threw it away. It was purely a coincidence. Continue. This time, I Promise I Won’t disturb you.” 

 

 

Li Han snorted coldly. He thought that the competition was more important. He would teach this stupid 

girl a lesson in the future! 

 

 

Thus, Li Han squeezed out another drop of blood and began to chant with his eyes closed. When the 

blood rose, another fruit core was thrown over. The blood bead dissipated again! 

 

 

“Aiyo, I’m really sorry. This fruit core probably likes that direction. It just so happened that it scattered 

your blood again. I’m really sorry!”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

 

Li Han gritted his teeth. “Yun Chujiu, you did it on purpose! Judges, Yun Chujiu interrupted my secret 

technique twice. Please make the decision for me.” 

 

 

One of the judges with an aquiline nose said unhappily, “Yun chujiu, if you interrupt Li Han’s secret 

technique again, you will be disqualified.” 

 

 



Yun chujiu spread her hands. “Didn’t you say that you are not allowed to use medicine? Why Can Mao Li 

Han use secret techniques? Maybe there is something bad in his blood? Maybe that Li Han ate dozens of 

kilograms of beastly powder last night!” 

 


